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Insightful Institutional Price Trend Intelligence

Reliable institutional quality market analysis for over twenty-five years through…
On-the-money fine-line technical trend levels that assist risk management, with…
Hybrid heuristic hypotheses for technical-politico-economic trend logic that are…
Responsive to client needs, encouraging independent assessment and understanding.
Because in the final analysis it’s all about you and your portfolio needs.
is primarily a technical trend analysis advisor that includes politico-economic
observations within the context of the prevailing trends. We believe thorough and cohesive trend
analysis requires review of many factors, including the major fundamental background and event
horizons, as well as a sense of how fundamental influences and technical indications are blending.
Ultimately prices move due to a combination of fundamental forces and technical psychology.

Aggressive evaluation of significant technical indications across many time frames is required to
develop the long-, intermediate- and short-term trend insights required to serve our broad clientele. The
scope of this analysis includes monthly, weekly and daily histories, with moving average, oscillator,
MACD, RSI and Stochastic indications assessed for appropriate time frames.
Clients achieve significant benefits from the
. It focuses on confluences of trend
indications which develop across time. These reinforce the critical nature of specific price levels at
distinct points in time. To communicate these insights the
provides an extensive review
of key trend decision levels, exploring the basis of the most important technical patterns and trend
indications. Concise telephone consultation appropriate to client needs is also available.

via Rohr-Blog

Weekly Report & Event Calendar

Color-coded developed economy and China outlook table
of data, central bank, finance and governmental activity, speeches, debt auctions, conferences, etc.
Color-coded for easy identification of the nature of activities by type: major central bank activities,
economic data, debt auctions or announcements, speeches and testimony, holidays and other items
Current Rohr Trend Alert!! Very timely update on US equities each morning around the
time of the Regular Trading Hours opening (typically no later than 09:00 US Central Time.)
The key active short-term and overall technical trend indications with meaningful discussion
of the most pertinent ‘macro’ & fundamental factors to assist with near term trend decisions.

Evolutionary Trend View (ETV) Regular active macro-technical trend analysis including
fundamental views provided through Rohr-Blog Commentary with links to external resources:
 Commentary: Analysis of specific influences or broad combined ‘macro’ developments that
include selective mention of Evolutionary Trend View technical comments when appropriate..
 Extended Trend Assesmment: All major markets in each asset class: Equities, Debt and
Foreign Exchange with full Market Observations technical write-ups below the Commentary.
 Special Alert: Timely brief event-driven analysis when highly volatile conditions warrant.

is a well-established capital markets consultancy specializing in international
interest rate, foreign exchange and equity index price trends. Our clients are experienced portfolio
managers, dealers and corporate financial executives at organizations that include domestic and
international capital markets groups, financial institutions, and non-financial businesses.

Includes
analysis access along
with concise daily telephone contact. Telephone consultations serve to customize analysis to
best suit individual clients, focusing on those technical aspects that are most relevant to the
scope and style of their portfolio management. This direct contact also allows for discussion
of important tactical considerations, at clients’ discretion.
Fixed Income/Equities Group:
Includes US, UK and European long- and short-dated
fixed income, and major equity indices. Supplemental review of Canadian and Japanese
markets (as well as ad hoc views on others) is available upon request.
Foreign Exchange Group:
US Dollar Index along with the US dollar trend against the
Euro currency, British pound, Japanese yen, and Australian dollar, with major cross rate
analysis of these primary currencies, and ad hoc coverage per client request.
 Due to both the extensive number and complexity of potential cross rate relationships, only
the most important and actively trending cross rate indications are regularly covered in the
analysis. Clients are encouraged to inquire regarding other broad-based cross
rate relationships. Ad hoc analysis of energy markets and gold also included as warranted.
Includes all
reports,
while adjusting the frequency of the succinct telephone contacts to between two and three
times per week, depending on prevailing market conditions and the level of client interest.
 Suitable for corporate financial managers, and highly experienced analysts and traders
requiring less than day-to-day assessment of trend indications and portfolio tactics.
now available through Rohr-Blog
Research Subscription Only - as articulated in Evolutionary Trend View (ETV) on page 1


Client initiated telephone consultations are available as needed: five-minute increments;
billed monthly; subscribers charged at Preferred Hourly Consultation rate of $2,400. per hour.
 The non-client Commercial Hourly Consultation rate is $3,000. per hour.
For further information, please contact or visit:
Telephone
(USA: 1) 312.368.6611
E-mail
mailto:info@rohrintl.com
Website
www.rohrintl.com
Rohr-Blog
www.rohr-blog.com
(2 week Platinum Trial with free Silver sign-up.)

